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Sport Club of the Year
 Every year, UREC takes nominations for sport club of the year, and the winner not only re-
ceives recognition, but a small monetary prize as well. Each nomination must explain why the sport 
club exhibits exemplary performance and behavior from its athletes. Ashley Vu, Commodore of the 
Lightweight Women, wrote a nomination for Cougar Crew and we were fortunate enough to win! In 
the following paragraphs, you will be able to read what she wrote about our teams.
 
 “Cougar Crew has made amazing strides in this last calendar year. We earned 6 medals and 2 
nd All Team at the Western Intercollegiate Rowing Association Championship. At ACRA Nationals 
in Gainesville, GA, we earned 3 varsity silver medals and 6 th All Team. This was the 1 st ever varsity 
medal earned by the Lightweight Women, Lightweight Men, and a sculling boat at Nationals.
 In this academic year, we have added on 5 new races from our schedule last academic year. This 
is a huge opportunity for our rowers and giving our program the positive visibility it needs to grow. 
In the fall, we attended the Head of the Charles Regatta in Boston, and the Charlie Brown Regatta in 
Portland. In the spring, we will attend Stanford Invite, Dad Vails in Philadelphia, and have made a 
return to the San Diego Crew Classic. This year, our novice 8 earned a spot in the grand final at the 
Crew Classic, earning the highest finish in the novice category for our team.
 This spring, 14 seniors will graduate with 4 year oarsman awards. This is one of the highest, 
if not the highest, number of 4 year oarsman awards to be given in one year. This really speaks to 
where our program is today.
 Every year in May, there is a PAC 12s only regatta. Within the PAC 12 are varsity programs and 
club programs. Club programs simply cannot compete with varsity funded programs and become 



heavily discouraged to attend this regatta. Cougar Crew is proud to inaugurate the Paul Enquist tro-
phy to the PAC 12 this May. Paul Enquist is an alumni and former Cougar Crew rower who went on 
to win a gold medal in the Summer Olympics of 1984. The Paul Enquist trophy will be awarded to 
the Men’s Club Champion at the PAC 12s, motivating clubs to attend.
 Palouse Rowing, a summer program where anyone in the community can learn to row or con-
tinue to row and race, is celebrating its 11 th year this summer. We have been blessed this last cal-
endar year to christen 4 boats including the Elson S. Floyd. President Floyd was able to christen his 
shell about two months before his passing. This was a unanimous decision to dedicate our brand 
new shell to President Floyd as he has given so much to our program.
 Lastly, Cougar Crew has been working with Joanne Greene and Matt Shaw to bring forth a 
Club Women’s program. We are expanding our strictly Lightweight Women’s program to include all 
women. This transitions us from being a team that has to turn away people because of their weight 

Sport Club continued

Right: Rowers Ashley Vu and Michael Sheremet 
with Coach Alec Hurley accepting the award.

and can now accept all women of all 
shapes and sizes who want to row. This 
is huge for our program, the women at 
WSU who want a chance to row, and for 
our alumni who began the combination 
of men and women as club; open to any-
one and everyone. We can now contin-
ue from where our roots began back in 
1970.”



WIRA
Written by: Raquel Guerra-Lewis, Alyssa Kodama, and Katie Fowler

 WIRA was such an amazing experience for me as a first year coxswain because it was the first 
time that I was able to get into the depth of collegiate racing strategy. After spending hours with my 
coach talking about everything we can accomplish as a team with the right execution on the course, 
it was finally time to try it out. Boats lined up at the start and we were off, neck and neck with the 
other teams from the start, but we somehow pulled ahead in the first thousand meters. Separat-
ing from the pack and holding a strong second felt amazing and only gave us more motivation to 
keep pushing our limits. Winning 1st in Heats to get into Grand Finals would have been amazing, 
but in the last 500 meters we began to conserve in order to set ourselves up for an even better race 
in the Grands. Crossing the finish line in a strong second place gave us amazing confidence as the 
First Novice 8 and helped us to be 
ready both mentally and physically 
to compete at our best the following 
day. In Grands we had the slowest 
time going in, but that was not on 
our minds. We had a hard start off 
the line becoming a little out of sync, 
but were able to pull it together by 
the first 500, holding even with lower 
rates to have a strong second 1000, 
then ending with an all-out sprint. 

Above: First Novice 8



Our efforts were sadly not enough to medal, but competing at a higher level with such great teams 
as well as beating our previous PR let us leave the regatta having an amazing learning experience to 
help us in the next race. The Second Novice 8 found success this weekend as well. They took second 
in their Heat, sending them to Grand Finals where they would earn a bronze medal. The Novice 
4+ had a disappointing weekend, as they only had the opportunity to race once. They placed 5th in 
Heats, which would send them to the third finals had it not been canceled due to high winds.
 High winds made for difficult racing on Saturday, and some events were pushed back to Sun-
day or even canceled altogether. Officials moved the V8’s race to Sunday, but the JV8 still raced on 
Saturday. They needed to place third or better in their heat to advance to Grand Finals. They battled 
UC Santa Barbara’s B boat the entire length of the course until they hit the last 500 meters. UCSB 
stepped it up for the sprint, but WSU was unable to match their speed. The JV placed 4th, just short 
of 3rd place, to send them to Petite Finals. Although disappointed they did not make it to Grands, 
the boat was determined to race better the next day. In Petites, San Diego State stayed right by their 
side until 700 meters to go when WSU was able to take a few seats and definitively take the lead. 
They finished in first with a time of 6:30, 6 seconds ahead of SDSU.

WIRA continued

Right: JV8



 After not racing on Saturday, they V8 was anxious to begin racing on Sunday. They would need 
to place in the top two to advance to Grand Finals. However, a lackluster performance earned them 
3rd place, sending them to Petite Finals. In Petites, they were able to sit fairly comfortably in 2nd 
place, until about 500 meters to go when UCLA began making moves to close in. With 300 meters 
left, both boats were sitting dead even fighting to get across the line first. UCLA was able to pull 
away and cross the line just barely ahead of WSU. The V8 finished in 3rd with a time of 6:19.
 In a Final only event, our Varsity Men’s Double raced. The two athletes had only been training 
together for a few weeks and did not have high expectations for how the race would go. They ended 
in 6th place behind Chico. 
 When the Lightweight Women headed down to WIRA this year, they were ready to race on 
Lake Natoma with high hopes of coming home with 
some hardware. A schedule adjustment due to windy 
conditions caused the Women’s Lightweight 8+ 
event to be canceled and raced first thing on Sunday 
morning instead. The 8+ ended up making the third 
finals in the Women’s 8+ D2, D3, Club event and 
were able to hold strong against UC Davis, with our 
boat being over 20 seconds faster than last year. 
The next race of the day was the Women’s 2x, where 
the Lightweights had two entries. The double of 
Freshman Alyx Powell and Sophomore Tabitha 

WIRA continued

Above: from bow, Wheeler and Powell



WIRA continued
Wheeler were able to walk away with a silver medal in the event, only finishing 0.9 seconds behind 
Long Beach who won gold. The other double pairing of Freshman Hannah Wilson and Senior Sid-
ney Cross placed fourth with a significant lead over the other 3 boats in the race. The final race of 
the day was the Women’s Lightweight Varsity 4+. Due to an unexpected line-up change last min-
ute, the 4 was still able to pull a time of 8:30 and have open water ahead of Chico State to receive 
a bronze medal. Due to several unforeseen changes, the team was able to persevere through the 
challenges presented to them and still walk away with 2 medals adding to the total 3 medals won by 
Cougar Crew that weekend.



Dad Vail
Written by: Sidney Cross

 For the fist time, the lightweight women traveled to Philadelphia to compete in the Dad Vail 
Regatta. They had a good experience rowing on new water, the Schuylkill River. Due to poor weath-
er conditions, all race times were adjusted for this regatta. Their race was moved from 3:10pm to 
12:08pm.
 The race time was not the only change that occurred at Dad Vail. The sudden illness of one 
rower required a last minute substitution. This was very unfortunate, but the lightweights powered 
through with their new substitution of Alyx Powell for Katie Fowler.  Despite the new lineup change, 
choppy conditions, and a couple crabs throughout the race the lightweights finished 5th, nearly a 
minute ahead of St. Thomas. Coxswain, Grace Montgomery said, “Given better conditions, I think 
we would have been more competitive with the other crews. We held even with Northwestern to 

Right: Bronze 
medaling 4+ 
from WIRA

the 1000 meter mark before a 
boat-stopping crab made us 
fall back. We are excited 
to have the chance to race 
against some of these same 
crews with our practiced line-
up at ACRA.” 



PAC12s
Written by: Griffin Berger

 This year at Pac-12s the Paul Enquist Club Championship trophy was introduced to help fa-
cilitate the return of more club teams to the Pac-12s race. Over the last few years there has been 
dwindling attendance of club teams at Pac-12s. This year the only club teams that attended were 
Colorado, University of Oregon, and Washington State. At this regatta all club and varsity teams in 
the Pac-12 have a chance to race each other. From the standpoint of a club coach, it may seem point-
less to race against teams that you will not face at nationals. The extra cost incurred by attending 
the event and time lost traveling that could be used for training instead can seem disadvantageous. 
However, by discounting the value of racing against fast varsity programs these teams lose the op-
portunity to gain valuable race experience. Most importantly, they miss the chance to race club 
teams that they will face at ACRA club nationals in the following few weeks. 

Above: V8 Above: JV8



PAC12s continued
 The Enquist Trophy can only be won by the club team that earns the most points from all of 
the events they entered. This year WSU had the honor of winning the Enquist trophy for the first 
time. WSU collected 21 points, Colorado 17 points, and the University of Oregon 9 points. The V8 
beat Colorado by three seconds finishing with a 6:27, 2V8 lost to Colorado by ten seconds finishing 
with at 6:47, N8 beat Colorado by three seconds and the University of Oregon by five seconds fin-
ishing with a 6:31, and the N4 lost to Colorado finishing with a 7:31. Overall, the team achieved the 
main goal for Pac-12s this year, which was winning the Enquist trophy. With only a 4 point lead to 
take the win, it shows how important each race truly is. Just introducing the Enquist trophy was not 
enough incentive to get full participation from the other club programs, so August Boyle, the up-
coming Commodore for the 2016-2017 school year, is currently collaborating with the Commodore 
of the Colorado Crew team to reach out to the other club teams in the Pac-12s to encourage them to 
attend Pac-12s for the following year.

Right: 
N4

Left: 
N8



ACRA
 This year I had the amazing opportunity of being the Novice 8 coxswain at ACRA. Traveling 
with the team itself was so much fun and it was even better to see all of the alumni and family that 
traveled to watch us race. There was a lot of thought and planning that went into the race plan for 
the qualifying races, but what our coach told us right before we went out on the water was that the 
qualification race should be raced with everything we had because we had hard competition and 
only one chance to make it straight to Grand Finals. After doing just that we ended day one with a 
race so good it was too close to call. After praying for good results and waiting for them to be posted 
my team was able to celebrate a well fought second place and along with that a spot in the Grands. 
The day of our final race was extremely challenging both mentally and physically. It was challenging 
to not get in our own heads after seeing the other times posted. 
We went in with our times ranking us 6th and after an incred-
ibly close and hard fought race we ended in the middle of the 
pack placing 6th with a time of 6:13.9. A bittersweet end to my 
novice season although knowing how far we have come since 
we first joined Cougar Crew I could not be more proud of my 
team.
 

 Our Novice Lightweight 4 (pictured right) also had a great 
weekend. They raced solidly in their Heats race to send them 

Written by: Raquel Guerra-Lewis

Written by: Alyssa Kodama



directly to Grand Finals. Being able to skip the Repechages gave them a huge advantage with the 
much needed extra time to rest and recharge. In Grands, they raced hard and were in contention for 
medals the entire time. Going down the course, many of the boats continually traded places hop-
ing to beat out their competition. In the last 500 meters of the race, our lightweights were battling 
for third place. UC Santa Barbara was able to cross the line before them, placing WSU in 4th with a 
time of 7:13.1. 
 After mainly coxing lightweights for the past two years, including at Head of the Charles this 
year, it was definitely a huge change in dynamic coxing the Varsity 8 (pictured below) throughout 
the Spring season. As a crew, we had a lot of ups and downs while racing, which was very different 
from the seemingly smooth sailing I had with the lightweights. ACRA proved to be no different. 
Our Heats race was really rough and the boat just seemed off. It was upsetting to have to go to Repe-
chages later that afternoon because we knew how grueling it would be to have to race four times that 
weekend. However, based off times we were confident that we would easily make it through Reps 
to advance to the Semi Finals on Sunday. We were correct – and it turned out to be our best race of 

ACRA continued



the weekend. Smooth, connected, and powerful we walked through DePaul, Kansas and Georgia, 
to hang with University of Massachusetts. We finished with a time of 6:08.1 without doing a full 
sprint sequence. We faced a challenging field of opponents in the Semi Finals and were unable to 
make Grands. We raced well in the B-Final, but it was clear the three other races had taken its toll. 
Coming into the last 500 meters of the race, we were a few seats down on Texas and Minnesota. Not 
willing to lose to either of them, we made a huge push to sit even with Texas. They saw us move, and 
moved with us. In a very close battle, we finished with a 6:18.4, 1 second behind Texas and Minne-
sota, and 2 seconds ahead of New Hampshire. Though we may not have finished where we wanted 
to, I knew that every person in my boat left it all out on the course and gave it everything they had.
 I think for both the JV8 and the V8 not having the equipment we were used to got inside of our 
heads a little bit. Back in Seattle, our oars were not allowed on the plane, and in a last minute scram-
ble, we had to reach out to other clubs to ask to borrow oars. Luckily, borrowing a boat for the V8 
was no issue, as we had a Hudson shell similar to shells we practiced in, but for the JV8 (pictured 
below) they were stuck with an old Vespoli with rigging that could not be adjusted properly. Though 

ACRA continued



the JV8 raced hard in their Heats race, their boat made for heavier rowers was large and cumber-
some, and did not do them any favors. They would have to race later that day in the Repechages, but 
this time they were able to use the Hudson shell the Novice were using. The JV8 had a great Reps 
race, as they were able to take five seats on DePaul in the last 400 meters to finish with a 6:31.6, just 
.4 seconds ahead of them. They raced in the B Finals the next day placing third with a time of 6:33.9. 
 While none of the Men were able to secure medals, the Lightweight Women had a very suc-
cessful weekend. Both Doubles were able to go straight to Grand Finals by placing 1st and 3rd in 
their heat. Their 4+ only had to race for lanes, so they decided to take it easy to save energy for their 
Final on Sunday. The Doubles started off the racing for the Lightweights on Sunday, and both the A 
and B boat were able to stay with the pack until the 1000 meter mark when the stroke seat for the 

ACRA continued

B boat suffered from an asthma attack, causing 
them to drop back. The A boat powered on, doing 
everything they could to keep Purdue from walk-
ing through them and taking them out of conten-
tion for medals. The A boat made one last move 
to shut down Purdue, and they were able to cross 
the line in third earning a bronze medal. The B 
boat trailed behind crossing the line shortly after. 

Left: Stroke seat Hannah Wilson and 
bow seat Sidney Cross with Coach Giles



ACRA continued
After lineup changes the past two races, the 4+ was finally able to row their official lineup. Long 
Beach took an early lead and it became a two boat race for second between WSU and Northwest-
ern. These two boats were nearly dead even and continued to trade places as one bow ball would get 
slightly ahead of the other. Coming out of the 1000 meter mark, they made a move to break North-
western. They took a few seats, and as they began their sprint at the 500 meter mark, they were able 
to create open water to take second place and defend their silver medal from last year. 

Above left: LWT4 after receiving their medals; right: entire LWT squad



Change for the Lightweight Women 
Written by: Sidney Cross

 This upcoming year is going to be full of changes for 
the Lightweight Women. This fall 2016, will mark the first 
year that the Lightweights will be accepting women with-
out the weight limit of 130lbs stopping their recruitment 
possibilities. With the new change of the team from purely 
lightweights to now an open weight club team there will also 
be a name change to this program. Washington State Uni-
versity Lightweight Women will now be called Washington 
State University Club Women’s Rowing. With the weight 
limit lifted from the program it will be great to see the num-
ber girls that will be recruited this summer to build a more 
competitive team. Even though this will become an open-
weight club team for the women, there will still be a high fo-
cus on having competitive crews in the lightweight division 
as well with the new openweight races.

Above: New Women’s Coach, 
Dave Kempsell



Change continued
 Along with the new changes to the name and all around program itself, the Women’s team will 
also be receiving a new coach. With Giles leaving the program after his four years at WSU the wom-
en are looking forward to a new coach. At this point we may have an exchange program set up with 
the coaches on the other side of the Atlantic, being that Dave Kempsell is also from England. Dave 
comes to Washington State after his fourth year of coaching at Bedford Modern School in England, 
where he has coached multiple crews winning national titles and medals, including a number of ju-
nior GB internationals.
 Dave began rowing at Brunel University before joining Star Club in Bedford where he rowed in 
the first ever Star crew to reach a final at Henley Royal Regatta in the 2011 Thames Cup, before win-
ning the Britannia Challenge Cup in 2012, the club’s first Henley trophy. Dave then moved to Le-
ander Club in Henley, placing 5th in the first GB trial after the London Olympics, and picking up a 
bronze medal at the 2013 British Championships. Dave also represented England twice, at the 2010 
and 2012 Home Countries Regatta, winning the coxed four event in 2012. Since ending his compet-
itive rowing career, Dave has continued using the erg to keep fit, setting a new British record for the 
Marathon in the 19-29 age category in February 2016.
 Dave has moved to Washington to study for a Masters in Sport Management and to experience 
the U.S. collegiate rowing scene first hand.



Donations
 Thank you to all of our friends, family, and alumni for your generous donations! These much 
needed funds help keep our team up and running. We would like to acknowledge those of you who 
have donated during the Spring 2016 season:

Thomas and Jacklyn Anderson
Michael and Marjane Belomyzy
Shayla Rose Boyle
Gene and Peggy Callan
Thomas Caudill
Garren Clark
Graham and Danielle Condit
Susie Cox
Rachel Marie Crowther
Craig and Lisa Curtis
Lauren Allison Curtis
Frederick and Lauren Darvill
Andria Lyn Day
John and Shirley DeLong
Paul and Barbara DeMaris
Kyle and Kristin Denton
Johnny Dorscher
Mike and Tracy Dunn
Elgin and Karen Edwards
Louis and Carolyn Edwards
Douglas and Renee Engle
Burton LG Enterprises, Inc.
Arthur M. Ericsson

Colby David Farvour
Robert and Debbie Fattore
Natalie Noel Ferguson
Carla L. Firey
Alan and Linda Fisher
Rescalc of Southwest Florida, Inc.
Katie J. Fowler
Joseph and FrankieTennison
Debbie Garcia
William and Felicia Gaskins
J. Thomas and Kathleen Gilmartin
James Gressard, DVM
Willard C. Gulick
Steven and Shannon Hatton
Shannon Hegland
Garrett Alan Heiman
Rudolph and Gloria Herrera
Mark Wesley Hoffman
Jody Horner
Rebecca Jo Hutchinson
Herbert M. Richards III, DVM
DeLille Cellars Incorporated
Ernest and Alice Iseminger

Joyce M. Jakeman
Matt Jennings
Scott and Kathleen Jensen
William Johns and Carol Johns
Thelma L. Jorgensen
Sharon Kitamoto
Mitsuhiro and Lilly Kodama
John and Bonnie Lafer
Gerald and Susan Lilja
Douglas and Carol Lindahl
Jeff and Yvonne Lindbom
Jacob Brian Logar
Paul Andreas Soules Lund
Garrett Hahn Lyman
Karen Magee
Peter Logar and Dahni Malgarini-Logar
Guy Albert Marden
Shirley L. Marelli
Thomas Gould and Virginia McCabe
Margaret D. McCartney
Mara Gabrielle McDermott
Jane K. McElroy
Marc and Laura McGinnis



Donations continued
Rod and Ruth Michaelis
Tracy and John Miedema
Nikos and Rebecca Mills
Jim Montgomery
Grace Kathleen Montgomery
James Flynn and Marcia Muto
Ronald and Carol Neal
Paul and Linda Nelson
Helen P. Nelson
Teresa H. Nguyen
Takumu Niino
Christopher North
Lois H. North
Jess and Victoria O’Dell
Robert and Jeana Obom
John Alfred Oliver
Richard and Lori Olson
Michael and Aidaluz Pabisz
Simone Onree Parker
Patricia E. Pate
Mike Pember
Laara Peters
Emery A. Petersen
Douglas B. Petersen
Mark Richard Petrie
Alyxandria Powell
Louie and Betty Prestage

Joshua Lyle Proctor
Patrick and Mary Pursley
Richard Ray and Kathleen Randall
Robert and Sandra Reed
Lindsay and Jill Ricakrds
Ralph Hudelson and Jeanne Robbins
Jeanne Robison
Frances K. Rowsey
James and Victoria Rudd
Jay and Rene Ruston
John William Sanders
Walter and Bonnie Sheldrake
Michael and Rebecca Slotemaker
Alfred and Beverly Soler
Frank and Karin Spicer
Weston Rivers Spivia
Philip and Pamela Sprute
Kenneth and Marjorie Struckmeyer
Joe Michael Sudar
Steve and Michelle Summers
Alex Thomas
Vincent Xaudaro and Coleen Thompson
Ofelia Torres
Breanna C. Trimble
Jeff Unruh
Kelly and Christine Vaughn
Steve Wells and Anita Von Oppenfeld

Ashley Anh Vu
Richard Conrey and Laureen Wagoner
Kramer Jon Wahlberg
Dan and Catherine Weatbrook
Tabitha Virginia Wheeler
Giles Darin White
Mitchell Victor Williams
Hannah Kristine Wilson
Alec Kane Wollen
Doug and Lori Wordell
David and Pamela Yorozu

Thank 
you!


